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Abstract 
It is stated in Montpetit (1987) that cyclic codes are indecomposable, but it is not true in 
general. In fhis paper we will give a necessary and sufficient condition for a cyclic code to 
be indecomposable, using its generator polynomial. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
1. Introduction 
All codes in this paper are linear block codes over the field GF(q) of q elements. 
A matrix whose rows form a basis of a code is called a generator matrix of the code. 
If a generator matrix of a code of length II is in a form (Zk A) where Zk is the k x k 
identity matrix and A is a k x (n - k) matrix, it is said to be in a standard form. Let 
C be a code of length n and x=(x, , . . . ,x, ) E C. Then supp x = {i: xi # 0) is called 
the support of x and for a subset 5’ of C suppS = UxES supp x is called the support 
of S. A non-zero element of C which has a minimal support is called an elementary 
element. A code is called decomposable if it is a direct sum of two non-zero codes 
whose supports are disjoint and is called indecomposable otherwise. If every cyclic 
shift of an element of a code C is in C, C is called a cyclic code. A cyclic code of 
length n can be regarded as an ideal of the quotient ring of the polynomial ring in one 
variable n by the ideal generated by x” - 1. A cyclic code can be characterized by its 
generator polynomial (see [l, Ch. 71). 
In this paper we will characterize the indecomposability of a code by its support 
(Proposition 4) and give a necessary and sufficient condition for a cyclic code to be 
indecomposable, using its generator polynomial (Theorem 8). 
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2. The main result 
We define equivalence relations on the support of a code, which are suggested by 
Proposition 4 of [3]. 
Definition 1. Let C be a code and r be a subset of C which spans C. Two elements i 
and j of supp C are called r-equivalent, denoted by i L j, if there exist xi, x2,. . . ,x, in 
rsuchthati~suppxl, jEsuppx, andsuppx~~suppx~+i#Q)for~=1,2,...,m-1. 
It is easy to see that the r-equivalence is an equivalence relation on supp C. The 
number of r-equivalence classes is denoted by lsupp C/AI. 
Lemma 2. Let C be a code and r be a subset of C which spans C. If C is indecom- 
posable, then 1 supp C/A I= 1. 
Proof. Assume that lsupp C/L1 22. Then we have supp C = Si U S2, where Si is a 
union of equivalence classes (i = 1,2) and Si n S, = 0. Let x E r. Since two elements 
of supp x are r-equivalent, we have that supp x c Si or supp x c S2. Put ri = 
{X E r: supp x c Si}(i = 1,2). Then r = ri u r2 and supp ri fl supp r2 = 0. Assume that 
supp ri = 0. Then supp r c S,. Since r spans C, supp r = supp C and so supp C c S,. 
This is a contradiction. Hence supp rl # 0. In the same way we have supp r, # 0. This 
means the decomposability of C. Cl 
Remark 3. Let C = GF(2)’ and r = { ( 1 , 0), ( I,1 )}. It is easy to see that 1 supp C/L I= 1 
and C is decomposable. Hence the converse of Lemma 2 does not hold in general. 
By Lemma 2 and [3, Proposition 41 we have the following 
Proposition 4. Let C be a code and r be a subset of C which spans C and consists 
of elementary elements. Then C is indecomposable if and only if lsupp C/A] = 1. 
It follows by [3, Proposition 31 that the set of elementary elements of C is an 
example of r in Proposition 4. The following proposition gives another example of r 
as well as another proof for [3, Proposition 31. 
For a row reduced echelon matrix see [2, p. 1351. 
Proposition 5. Row vectors of a generator matrix of a code in a row reduced echelon 
form are elementary. 
Proof. We may assume that the generator matrix in a row reduced echelon form is 
in a standard form. Let C be a code with a generator matrix in a standard form, 
k = dim C and xi be the ith row vector of its generator matrix in a standard form 
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(i=l,..., k). Let u = xj=, Mjxj (Clj E GF(g)) with 8 # ~ttpp u C SUPP Xi. Since the only 
non-zero component in the first k components of u is the ith component, u = c(;x;. Hence 
supp u = supp x,. This means that xi is elementary. 0 
From now on we will consider only cyclic codes and their codewords will be ex- 
pressed by polynomials. 
Lemma 6. Every cyclic shift of the generator polynomial of a cyclic code is 
elementary. 
Proof. Let g(x) be the generator polynomial and u(x) be a codeword such that 
0 # supp u(x) c supp g(x). Since deg U(X) < deg g(x) and g(x) divides u(x), there 
exists a E GF(q)\{ 0) such that u(x)= as(x). Hence supp~(x)=suppg(x) and so g(x) 
is elementary. It is easy to see that every cyclic shift of g(x) is elementary. ??
Lemma 7. Let n and 1 be positive integers and f(x) be a polynomial over GF(q). If 
f (x’) divides x” - 1, then 1 divides n. 
Proof. By direct calculation. 0 
Theorem 8. Let C be a non-trivial code and g(x) = Cy=, aixe’ be the generator poly- 
nomial of C, where a;~GF(q)\{o} (i=O,l,...,m) and O=eo<el < ... <e,. Then 
C is indecomposable if and only if (el,. . . ,e,) = 1, where (el,. . . ,e,) is the greatest 
common divisor for the ej ( j = 1,. . . , m). 
Proof. Let n be the length of C and d = (el , . . . , e,,). We will show that C is a di- 
rect sum of d non-zero indecomposable subcodes. Since C is a non-zero cyclic code, 
we may regard supp C = (0, 1, . . . , n - 1) as the residue group of integers modulo n. 
In this way integers can be considered elements of supp C. We note that d divides 
n by Lemma 7. For s = 0, 1, . . . , d - 1 let R, be the set of integers whose residues 
modulo d are s, r, = {x/g(x): 1 E R,} and CYY be the subspace of C spanned by r,. 
Then supp C = lJ:zd R,, which is a disjoint union. Since g(x) is the generator polyno- 
mial of C, we have C = C&’ C,. If 1 E R,Y, then suppx’g(x) c R,, since suppx’g(x) = 
{l,l+el,..., l+e,} and d=(el,... , e, ). Hence supp C, c R,Y and so Cfzi Cs is a di- 
rect sum. If we show that C, is indecomposable, the proof will be completed. First we 
note that suppC,=supp&.=R, ands+Zel+...+Ze,=s+Zd=R,. Let IER,~ and 
i= l,... ,m. Then I,1 + ei E suppx’g(x) and 1 - ei, 1 E suppx’p’ig(x). Hence (I -e,) 5 
1 2 (1 + ei). Thus two elements of s + Zel + . . . + Ze, are K-equivalent and so 
Isupp C,JL[ = 1. It follows from Proposition 4 that C, is indecomposable. 17 
Corollary 9. Let C be a cyclic code and g(x) be its generator polynomial. Then C 
is decomposable if and only if g(x) is a polynomial of x’ for some I>, 2. 
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By this corollary it is easy to find a cyclic code which is decomposable. The cyclic 
code of length 9 with generator polynomial x3 + 1 over GF(2) is one of such examples. 
Corollary 10. (1) A non-trivial cyclic code of prime length is indecomposable. 
(2) A cyclic code whose dimension and length are relatively prime is in- 
decomposable. 
Proof. (1) By Corollary 9 and Lemma 7. 
(2) Let C be a cyclic code of length n and g(x) be its generator polynomial. Assume 
that C is decomposable. Then there exists an integer 1 such that 13 2 and 1 divides 
both n and deg g(x). Noting that dim C = n - deg g(x), we have that 1 is a common 
divisor of n and dimC. This is a contradiction. 0 
Example 11. Let C be the cyclic code of length 15 with generator polynomial 
xs + x4 + x2 + 1 over GF(2). Then C is indecomposable by Theorem 8. Since 
dim C = 10, we have that the dimension and the length of C have a non-trivial common 
divisor. This shows that the converse of (2) in Corollary 10 is not true in general. 
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